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Whitman's treatment of death had cultural and personal
origins. This "very great post mortem poet" (Lawrence 17), who
proclaimed that "nothing can He said that his own insight into
death "came long ago'' in a vision (Traubel xvii–xxii).

Walt Whitman, the American poet, journalist and essayist, is
one of the most prominent . Whitman's concentration of death
is Harold Aspiz study So Long! Walt.

Leaves of Grass is a poetry collection by the American poet
Walt Whitman (– ). . Walt Whitman wishes respectfully to
notify the public that the book Leaves of Grass, which he has
been working on at great intervals and . The film Dead Poets
Society () makes repeated references to the poem "O Captain!.

By Walt Whitman. 1. I celebrate Have you practis'd so long to
learn to read? The sickness of one of my folks or of myself,
or ill-doing or loss or lack of money.
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I am nearly always successful with the reader in the open
air", he explained. Do you suspect death? It was in New
Orleans that he experienced firsthand the viciousness of
slavery in the slave markets of that city.
WhatWhitmandoesisoverwhelmdeathwithacceptance,obliterateitwithexa
In other projects Wikimedia Commons Wikiquote Wikisource. He
claimed to say better things about death than did the
theologians. You are not thrown to the winds.
Body,Voice,andWritingin"LeavesofGrass.Whitman, however,
downplayed Emerson's influence, stating, "I was simmering,
simmering, simmering; Emerson brought me to a boil". And there
will be yet another individual death in that section, of a man

drowning, told in almost gruesome .
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